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CHAIRMAN 1

Mr.=J..Kevin Murphy
Coalition for-Shoreham

~

# --17 Barstow Road - Suite 400 t
Great Neck, New York 1.1021 '

t

. Dear Mri Murphy:
.

I have received your letter of August 3, 1989, in which you and other
y' signatories ~ discuss certain applications that you expect the Long Island
5 Lighting Company to submit in the near future for amendments to the

Shoreham cperating license.. Your immediate concern is that the Nuclear--

Regulatory Comission (NRC) might approve such applications without a
. prior public. hearing- under .a' "no significant hazards considerations"
detemination. You also' state that the NRC should treat any applications

'for: license amendments that may be received as part of a single licensing
action to' dismantle the plant, and that for such a major action, an '

environmental impact statement-(EIS) is legally required.
.

.

'The Commission's: rules,.10 CFR 50.91(a), provide that when a licensee
requests a-license amendment, it must provide its analysis as to whether
"no significant hazards considerations" are presented. If a licensea

.

takes the position that an amendment involves no significant hazards -

considerations, and the:NRC staff agrees, the NRC publishes its proposed-
finding and solicits' th3 views of the public, with a 30-day coment period.
10CFR50.91(a)(2)(ii). The only circumstances in which an amendment may.
be issued without priar notice and comment are emergency situations in
~ hich!" failure to nct in a timely way would result in derating or shutdownw

Lof La' nuclear power plant, or in prevention of either resumption of >c
m operation' or increase in power up to the plant's ' licensed power level."

(101CFR50.91(a)(5).. >

,

Accordingly, there will' be an ample opportunity .for your organizations to
present your views.to the NRC on any such amendments and the legal require-
ments which attach to them at such time as applications for amendments are
filed. For your.information. I am enclosing a letter which Chainaan Carr
recently sent to Admiral Watkins, the Secretary of- Energy, replying to a
letter in which he expressed concerns about actions currently being taken

.

at the Shoreham plant.

i Sincerely,

\ {
$$kO98$ Mb$# ames R. Curtiss Ofo
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CORRESPONDENCE PDC Acting Chaiman )
' s

Enclosure: I

As stated

.cc: .All Signatories:
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